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 The new version also includes significant improvements in workflow, delivering a new process of OCR that allows users to
capture images, edit and correct texts, and save the results. ABBYY FlexiCapture 12 Release 3 features: Improved OCR quality
Create new records and enrich existing records Simplified interface Customize new forms Improve quality of your forms Fill
out forms with ease and accuracy Improve editing process Get text completion Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any

questions or feedback on the application.Q: Nested vectors of size 2 inside a vector of size 3 I'm trying to understand a line in a
dll created by another team: vector > > m_pCurves; I'm trying to figure out what m_pCurves is exactly. I know that vector > is

of size 3, and vector is of size 2. Does m_pCurves of size 3 means it contains a vector of 2 vectors of vector of ints? Or
m_pCurves is of size 2, and contains 2 vectors of ints? A: In this case, m_pCurves vector has size 2, and vector > inside this

vector of size 2 also has size 2. For example: m_pCurves.size() = 2 m_pCurves[0].size() = 2 m_pCurves[0][0].size() = 2
m_pCurves[0][0][0] = 1 m_pCurves[0][0][1] = 2 m_pCurves[0][1].size() = 2 m_pCurves[0][1][0] = 3 m_pCurves[0][1][1] = 4
New York – January 22, 2015 – StayFitNYC, a fitness gym in New York City, has announced a new and improved partnership

with Tableau and will be the first fitness gym in the country to offer a Tableau dashboards on its personal training sessions.
StayFit f3e1b3768c
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